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PRQVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in and relating to Stamp Affixing lViachines.

I ALFItED' WILLIAM S~nTH, of 4,:Mort~n Terrace Mews, Victoria, in the
Co~tY of London, Mechanical Engineer, do hereby declare the nature of this
invention to be as follows:-

::My invention relates to improvements in stamp, affixing machines of the type
5 in which a plunger working In guides carries a cutting knife, the said plunger
. operating a stamp grip to feed the stamps forward step by step from a roll so

that each stamp is cut o'ff in turn before it is affixed to the envelope or the like
by the pi unger. '

According to the present invention, the movement of the plunger is adapted.
] () to operate successively a stamp feed; a stamp grip; a tank and wiper adapted

to-move forward to moisten that portion of the envelope immediately beneath
the stamp outlet and then move back to its first position on the continued
downward movement of the plunger j and a cutter adapted to cut off the stamp
before said stamp is released by the grip and finally affixed by the plunger on

].'j the moistened part of the envelope.
In the stamp affixing machine forming the present invention, th« knife carried

by the plunger is so mounted on spring arms that at the end of the stroke of
the plunger it is caught by projections on the plunger guide, which hold the
knife back and allow the plunger to go forward to the stamp and stamp it on

~(J the envelope without the knife striking tl~e envelope. 'I'he stamp grip which is
carried by the movement of the plunger IS adapted to carry the stamp forward
from the roll to a position where it registers exactly with the stamp outlet and
then engages a bar on the frame of the machine, which opens the ;!rip and
releases the stamp after the knife on the plunger has cut the stamp off frum the

25 roll at its perforated connection with the next stamp 011 the roll to be fed
forward into position over the outlet. The tank carrying the wiper is nioverl
forwards with the wiper against the influence of a compression spring through
a compound lever by the downward movement of thuplunaer , in such a manner
that the wiper is passed into a position over the stamp outlet and there allowed

30 to fall down to a position where it will .wipe over and moisten that portion of
the envelope immediately beneath the outlet and is then positively moved back
by the cont.inued downward movement of the plunger by a member projecting
from the piston rod of the plunger engagmg agaIllst one of the compound
levers to its position of rest before the stamp: is cut by thc kn ife carried by the

35 plunger.. .... .
The tank IS not provided, WIth an air inlet, and the sudden forward oscillatory

action of the tank ejects the water feed on to the wiper; The underside of tl;~

tank is provided with a projection behind the wiper which is adapted to ra is«
the wiper or pad when it moves forward or back to its position of 1'81->1. oyer the

4(1 guiding surface of the tank slide or the surface upon which the machine is laid,
and is thus kept clean and free from dust.

A pivoted bracket is mounted on the stamp guide, and in the bracket a roller
[Price 6d.]
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ihmountedun'det whi~h"th~:sta~pBl!pas~~ Adjacent' to'the roller a ~,har is
arranged" carrying> oneor more:ip~~je~#~~s~ .' These -prOjeet~ons are adapted to
engage In, the perforations be~eell.Jp.e.:C.,~:tamp~,and w~en..in ~ngagement hol~
the stamps firmly during the: c"!-J,t.tj.1J.g:ope:t:a~IOn.· Theeaid pivoted bracket IS
provid~d wi~ an. arm extending to.:;~~13.~p'~*p:gerguide .and is lifted out of action 5.
by. a pIn projecting fromthe plunger, eo 'that on the' forward movement of the
plunger the projections on the~~r.~r~:~~ \e~ageIlle?t.~,ith the upper s~r£ace of
the stamp owing to the bracket be~ilg:~ub.der the Influence of the sprIng, and
drop into the perforations.w~en'.th~'.stanlp.,~as moved' ~orWard 'a .pre~et~rmi.ned
distance, and there hold It In poaition while the cutting and ejection actions 1U
take place. On the upward" movement f the plunger, the hracket is lifted
on its pivot to an angle with regard 'to ,the stamp guide, with the result that the
pins on th~ bar are moved in an ,arc ,~~ tJ;l(~ direction ?f ,t~e stamp, ,tra,:e~, and
are thus Iifted out of' engagement -with the' perforations,' and dIsengage the
stamps and allow them to be fed forward one stamp ,by th.e grip on the next ]5
forward movement of the plunger.,' :- ,: .. "' .:", ", :',' , ":""

A spring on the stamp table or 'guide keeps the 'stamp in the correct positjon
in the same alignment as the slide, thus making 'certain that the' stamp g~ip

grips each stamp in the sam~ place. ,,' , . . .
In the preferred construction at present known', to me, ,I arrange at one end 20

of a suitable bed plate, uyright' plunger, 'guides in which the'plunger is .
a~pted ~o be moved-vertical r, by,.~~~.ns(~ p! ,a; suitable han.dle. In th~ top of

. said upright guides a sleeve IS mounted adapted to receive 'and gUIde the
, spindle of the plunger during its stroke. Just behind said plung'er upright a

bracket is pr.eferably mounted, the. uppe~; portion of "said, bracket forming a 25
table and gUIde for the stamps, while Its under surface may form a guide for
a horizontally sliding tank normally retained by a suitable.spring at the opposite
end of the bed plate to that at which the plunger is mounted. The said sliding
tank is provided with an extension in a convenient position on the under surface
of which is mounted a wiper or wick of suitable material.. The said extension 30
carrying the wick is adapted to be moved with the sliding tank under the bracket
forming the guide for the tank, to a position over the stamp outlet arranged
in the bed plate beneath the plunger. Onfhe under surface of the tank exten
sion and behind the wiper, a projection is arranged. adapted to raise the wiper
clear of the surface of the bed plate during the forward and return strokes of 35
the tank before and after the wiper has been moved over the surface of the
envelope to which the stamp is to be attached. The tank is operated from the
plunger by a member projecting through· the plunger guide and adapted to
engage a spring arm ~rojecting from a lev~r arm mounted in a suitable posi
tiOl~ on the plunger gUIde and connected at Its free end through a .link with the 40
sprlllg controlled tank. .. :, ; ", ' .

Upon the .downward 'movem~nt of~he plunger th~.projecting member eng-ages
the spring arm and presses said arm, downwards WIth the result that said lever
arm is moved forward on its pivot and consequently carries with it the tank
and its extension against the influence of the spring tending to hold said tank ~5

in the po~ition .at the ,en~ ~f the ~ed' plate. When the said projecting member
passes said sprIng arm, It ImmedIately. engages a second toggle lever pivotally
mounted at one end to the plunger guide and connected at the other end with
the H!1k connecting the first lever arm with the tank, and thus positively presses
said togg-Ie lever in a direction towards the tank, with the result that 'the tank 50
is moved back positively to its initial position d~ring the contirnied travel of
the plunger to the stamp outlet.,' '

It will be' readily understood that in this manner the downward movement of
the plunger through its guides first moves the tank and the wiper to mo isten
the surfa~e of the envelop~ di~~t~y~~eJ.l~.th the tank outlet and then positively 55
moves saI~ tank back to Its initial position before the stamp is cut from the
roll and ejected, ' "
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:::2,'lierol~ ..o{8talllps,.i~"~~;t!ll~e4:.R~~.a,..~~~~t~lo,~~?;i~pi~g~e carried by a pivoted
upright"arranged __ "cop'Y~~~?~.tly:<~~t~;t~e~:., OPl?~~lte;~~e~~ ;p}; the"be4, plate to the
plung~r~ ,.; 'I'he ~talllP~. p~:sst~ro~.s~~p.•t0p.~r}o ,t~e ~t~:pp .table, ,the; under surface
of which may forma gUIde ,foX:i~~e.:.,~C?r~zpn~~l,ly ~~1411lg ~aI~k: "Above the stamp

~5tabJe a l?prl,ng c<mtl'0,11ed "br~cke~,~ IS.' mo~nt~d.ln")lwhICh IS arranged a iol ler
a'dai>ted:to>~etain the stamps in,··pp~i.t'ion;·*pori·.the,·table.andin a couveuient
pO~l~ionin sai~brack~t,and..in fr?~t·of:s~id: roller, ~ bar isarranged under which
thestamps pass. TIlls bar IS provided with one or more teeth adapted to ellgage
in the, perforations between the stamps, when a set .0£ perforations register with

10 said teeth.
1 The spring controlling said, bracket tends to hold said bracket ill such a

position ,that t,he eJ.lgagmg teeth·o.il~the.-b~.:..,~re pres~ed into engagement with
the' upper' surface or tue stamps as they pass successively beneath the bar and
are tuus ready to drop into the perforatious between the stamps to huld that

15 portionof the stamp roll which has 'passed the bar firmly .and stu tioua ry d Ul'I11g
, the cutting process. The plunger }S provided with a pin projecting laterally

through a vertical slot cut in the plunger guide, said pin being adapted
to engage with the free end and lift a lever arm mounted .on the bracket carry
ing tue stamp roller and pin bar when the plunger is 011 Its return stroke after

20 a stamp has been affixed to the envelope, thereby lifting the bracket carryinp
the roller and pin arm, on its pivots, and thus moving the pin arm so that the
teeth 011 said arm move in an arc in the direction .of the stamptravel aud are
lifted out of engagement with the, perforations .and disengage the stamp and
allow a fresh stamp to he moved forward-by the stamp grip on the next down-

25 ward movemellt of the plunger. .',. " .. . ,
'I'he jaw members forming' the .stamp grip. are mounted at the extremity of a

spring-controlled arm mounted ona. horizontal spindle couveuieutly arruuged
at the top of the plunger guide, one ofsaid jaw members being in oue with the
arm and the other turning upon a pivot carried by said arm. 'I'he jaw members

30 of said stamp grip are held in the closed'oropeu positions by means of sprillg's
arranged on each side of said grip, said spI:i~gs.being respectively connected with
the ends of a pin mounted in the arm carrynig the jaw members and with suid
movable jaw member. The said pair of springs are adapted to hold the jaw
members in either the open or closed positions, accordingrto the relation of the

35 springs to the pivot on which the movable member of the jaws is mouuted . The
rear portion of the heel of the movable jaw member is adapted to engage w it i: a
cross bar arranged between a pair of brackets mounted ouand project III o- froin
t.he said members ~f the. plunger guide. This. cross bar is adapt€d to 0l7ell the
Jaw members and In doing so to move the sprIngs across the pivot upon whl(·h

40 said mova hle jaw member tuinsvso that the said springs hold the jaws ill t he
opun position, Upon its downward movement the plunger is adapted to CllO'aO'e
the lever arm supporting the stamp grip and thus moves said lever arm und ~\'i~h
it the stamp gnp across the outlet arranged beneath the plunger guides) thus
carrying. the stamp to a position across the plunger guide on which the continued

45 downward movement of the plunger causes the knife to cut the forward stamp
oft from the reel, and when the jaw members of the stamp grip are opeued , as
above described, said plunger affixes the stamp on that portion of the enYelope
or the like beneath the plunger guide. On the return movement of the plullo'cl',
the front portion, of the movable jaw member strikes the side of the phll~o'er

50 guide and thus positively moves tue jaws back to the closed position at the
moment when the edge of t~e stamp projects,' within ~he jaws, wh~re said' jaws
are held by the sprIngs, which have been agaIn moved across the PIYOt 011 wh ich
the movable jaw member turns, to their fil~t· position.

The spring .on the upper surface of the stamp table keeps the stamps ill the
65 correct position and in the same alignment as the slide, thus ensurino that tllP

stamp grips at the begluning of,:eachstroke'of the .pluuger, -tlie h?ee end of
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the most f~r~ard::B~a;np',~'·~n"4~:·~arf..i~8'.;~i~staPlP .~ith it. to a position over t~~
stamp outlet whe~e·,the.knIf~cutslt.~r{)m},hen~xt ~tamp. . . .
. If desiredvI. may\arrang~i'acoun~mg.lIl,ech~nls~ In a suitable position on the

machine, adaptedto ~e op~rat~d·by.apIn projecting .from the plung~r.
. I may alsojarrange. a 'r~ng' adapted to act as a non-return mech~nlsm and to 5
o'rip the .piston rod or spindle of ,the plunger on any upward mot.ion and thus
prevent any upward m?vement; unless the said stamp plunger is carried right
through to the end of.its 'stroke.

Dated this 27th day of August, 1915.,

W. P. THOMPSON & Co.. 10
28.5, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at

Liverpool and Bradford:
Patent Agents for the Applicant.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

Improv.ements 'in and relating to Stamp Affixing Machines. 15

I, ALFRED Wn.LIAM SMITH, of 4, Moreton Terrace Mews, Victoria, London,
S.W., Mechanical Engineer,do hereby declare the nature of this invention and
in what manner: the same is to be performed, to be particularly described and
ascertained in and by the following statement:- .

My invention relates to machines for affixing stamps or the like of the type in 20
which the downward motion of a plunger operates a slidable water tank to
moisten the article to which the stamp or the like is to be affixed, at the same
time drawing forward the end stamp of . a series or strip and severing and
affixing same to the article at one operation., '

According to my invention I employ a plunger which when it is depressed 25
operates a lever, causing a water tank to be slidden transversely to the plunger,
a wick moistening device at one end being pressed .intucontact with and drawn
over the surface to which the stamp is to be affixed. At the same time a swing-
ing arm carrying a. pair of grippers which engage the end of a strip of stamps
or the like is pressed back so as to draw the strip of stamps forward until the 30
end one reaches a position ready to be severed at the perforations between it and
the next upon the strip. The strip of stamps' is located in this positiou during
the severing and affixing operations by means of a bar having teeth which

.engage in the perforations between some other stamps in the strip. Further
motion of the descending plunger causes a knife thereon to sever the end stamp :~5

at the perforation between it and the next one, and as soon as this is done the
s\\-ingillg arm will bring the grippers against an abutment causing' t liem to
open and release the stamp. 'I'he moistening device has now returned to its
original position, leaving the moistened surface exposed so that the plunger
when forced down to its full extent will press the stamp firmly upon the ·:0
moistened surface, causing it to adhere thereto. In order to prevent the knife
from damaging the surface to which the stamp is to be affixed, it is mounted
upon the plunger so as to be capable of a limited amount of movement relative
to the plunger and means. are provided for arresting its downward motion before
it comes into contact with the said surface. ..\5

A counter may be provided on the- machine, adapted to be operated each time
a stamp is affixed, and 'any convenient means may he provided to ensure a full
stroke of the plunger being completed in each direction for each operation.
Safety devices are also arranged to prevent tampering with or illicit use of
the machine. 50
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In order that mY.inventio'n 'may" be mbr~ ';~:~dily:r understood" reference is:
. had to the accompanying drawings in, which:---;l " .

~'ig. 1 is a side view of the stamp affixing machine showing the mechamsm
in elevation and the casing in section. ' '.: - ;, ,'fJ' .' ' , ,

,5' Fig. 2 is an underneath plan of the casing showing the damping device and
the aperture through which the stamp. IS pressed upon the article to which .it, ,
is to be secured. " . . " .

Fig. 3 is.a part sectional elevation of the mechanism taken from the opposite
side to Fig. 1 and ' .

1(I Fig. 4 it; a cross section.' ,
Heferring to the drawings, the plunger 1 is provided at its upper end with a

handle or knob 2 and at its lower end IS provided a block 3 which acts to preso
the stamp or the like onto the surface to which it is to be affixed. 'I'he
plunger 1 is mounted in a plate 4 on the upper end of the sheet 'metal brackets.

1;) or frame 5, and pins G and 7 secured one in each side of the block 3 engage in
slots 8 in the frame 5 so as to slide down/or up in the slots 8 when the plunger 1
is depressed or raised. Upon one side of the frame 5 the lever 9 is pivoted
at 10, and a tongue Ll on the lever 9 projects into the path of the pin 6 on the
block 3 of the plunger 1 so that a roller 12 on the pin 6 will, when the plunger

~(l is depressed, engage against the tongue 11 and, turn the lever 9 about its pivctIfl
against the action of the spring 13. To the lower end of the lever 9 is pivoted
the link 14, the other end of which is pivoted to the sliding water tank 15 so that
us the lever 9 turns about its pivot 10, the water. tank 15 willbe drawn forward
so as to moisten the sui-face to which the stamp is to' be affixed. As the lever 9

2.5 turns about its pivot, the tongue 11 will be pressed to one side until the roller 12
OJl the pin G passes 'around its end and allows the spring 13 to return the lever 9
to its origimll position, thus sliding back the water tank 15. A bent arm 16
is hinged at one end to the link 14, and at the other en~ to a link 17 pivoted
near the upper end .of the frame 5 80 that when the lever.\9 is forced back about

30 its pivot 10, the arm 16 will come into the path of the pin 6 and roller 12 so that
the further downward movement of the pin 6 and roller 12 will engage against
the arm IG and ensure the return of the water tank 15 to its original position;

The" water tank 15 is provided with a forward extension 18 having at its
front end a slot 19 containing a wick 20, a series of perforations 21 communi-

3.1 enting with the interior of the extension 18 of the tank 15 so as to allow the
wick 20 to 1le maintained always in a moist condition. At the rear end end of
the tank 15 is provided aplug or stopper 22, through which the tank rhav be
refilled. On the underside of the extension 18 is provided a short inclined '"cam
face 23 which engages against the edge 24 of the base-plate 25 so as to retain

':10 the wick 20 ill a raised position when the tank 15is'drawn back. When
however t li« tank 15 is' drawn forward by the downward operation of the
plunger 1 the cam face 23 on the base' of the extension 18 of the tank 15 as it
sl ides over 1he edge 24 will allow the forward end of the extension 18 to be
lowered Oil joihe surface over which the machine has been placed, and the

45 further forvurd movement will cause the wick 20 to be dragg-ed over the surface,
moistening s.uue so as to ensure the adhesion of the stamp when pressed
thereon. J It order to ensure proper contact of the wick 20 with the surface to
he moisten. .l, 1ight springs 2G are mounted upon each side of the frame 5 and
their outer (~n<ls en~age over the upper surface of the water tank 15 so as to

50 press same .lownwardly to maintain the wick!20 in contact with the surface to be
moistened. A t the rear end of the tank 15 is provided a pair of perforated
lugs 27 "h I,ll engage oyer and slide, npon the guide rods 28. '

The roll !B (1£ stamps or the like is mounted upon a spindle 30 upon a hinzed
arm 3] .pi\ ,!i(·(l to th~ base-p.I~te25 near its rear end so that the roll 29 maybbe

[5 turned i n t: ~l convenien t position over the water tank 15. The end of the str'in
of stamps (lie like passes under a roller 32 mounted in a fixed platform 33 and
is pres:-:E'< I 1\\ ardly by means of a series of light spring strips 34, so that the
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,}Jerior~tioi~s'~'b·~t~~~"'~2~he:"~ud:'~tihip·-and~'ittT:ileighhour-willi " engaged "over
sprooketsorprojections on 'the bar ~5mounted'in tue [j-shapc.! I «mber- (1() which
is pivoted upo:n.theaxle, of the roller ~~.'l'his-~.·U·s~ap:d 111 lllLer"~6 'has' a
Iever .arm 3, 'rIgIdly 'secured .thereto, which .lever arm ~'l IS l'a ed hy means of
the pin 7 when tlle'plun~er lIS at:~he, top of itsstroke s~ as to tu 11 the U-shaped 5
member 36 about'rits pivot, allowing the stamps to be' -drawu I ver the bar 35.
As the plunger Ldescenda however,the lever 37 is released aurl vhen the-stamps
have been urawn :forward the required distance, the sprocket. or projections
onthe bar 35 'drop into the perforations and locate the stamps ill position during.
the operation of severing the end one. ' 1(}

The operation of .feeding forward the stamp to be severed each time the
machine is actuated is performed, by means of fixed and niova LIe grippers 38
and 39 upon the end of a swing arm 40 hinged 'between the two sides of . the
frames 5 upon, the same pivot 10 on which the level' 9 turns. 'The movable

.. Jaw 39 of-the gripper is hinged to the arm 40 at 41, andi isccnnocted to the arm 15
by means of springs 42 connected to its" lower end 43. 'I'he direction of the pull
of these springs 42 is such that in the position shown in Fig. 3 the movable jaw
will be held against th.e fixed jaw 38.so as to g~'ip t~e stamp between them, so
that when the arm 40 IS caused to sWlllg about Its pivot the end stamp will be
drawn into a position ready to be severed and fixed to the moistened surface. 20
nhe arm 40 is caused to turn about its pivot to the desired extent by means of
the lever 44 secured upon the pin 10, upon which the lever arm 40 is mounted.
This lever 44 has anextension 45 to whichone end of a spring 4G is secured, the
other end being connected to a lug 47 on the .frame 5, so that tIle tension of the
spring 46 tends toturn the lever arm 44 upwardly about the axis of the pin 10 25
and maintains it in contact with the pin 7 on' the block 3 of the plunger 1.
When the plunger 1 is depressed, the pin 7 engaging against the lever 44 will
press this downwards around the pivot pin 10 causing the arm 40 to also swing
about this axis until the pin 7 engages in the recess 48 in the arm 44 when the
end stamp will have been brought to the required position ready for the severing 30
operation.. Further downward movement '0£ the plunger 1 will cause the pin 7
to press upon' ~he 'portion 49. of the lever 44, causing the arm 40 to swing fur~her

backwards, 'brln~lng 'the-tall 50 of the movable edge 39 of the grIppers Into
contact with a pIn 51 mounted in the brackets 47, thus turning the jaw 39 about
its pivot 41 and releasing the end of the stamp. The jaw 39 wil l be turned 3.5
about its pivoV41 to a sufficient extent to cause the spring 42 to act upon a line
upon the opposite side of the pivot to that previously occupied, so that the
jaw 39' will be held away from the fixed jaw 38, leaving the grippers open
ready to engage upon the stamp strip when returned to their normal position.
'1 lie flat surface 52 at the end of He arm 44 serves to hold the swinging arm 40
and grippers out of the path of the block 3 during the operation of severing
and affiXIng the stamp. On the return or upward. stroT\"e of the plunger], the
lever 44 and swinging arm 40 again turn about the pivot] 0 uud er the influence
of the spring 46 .the fixed jaw a8 engagillg under the free enrl of the strip of
stamps. When the end 43 OF the movable jaw eugages against the wall of the 45
frame 5 as shown in Fig. 3, it will be turned about its pivot 4] until the spring 42
causes the jaw 39 to close upon and grip the end of the strip of stamps ready for
again drawing out a fresh stamp next time the plunger is actuated.

Mounted upon the Ride of the block 3 which faces the strip of stamps is a
knife 53. This knife 53 is connected to the block 3 hy means of a pin 54 50
engaging in a slot 55 and spr-ings 56 arranged upon the top of the block normally
act to press' the knife 53 downwardly. As the plunger 1 descends the knife will
come in contact with the upper surface 'of the stamp to be severed and will act
together with the edge of the aperture 57 through which the strip of stamps is
fed to shear the end: stamp from the strip just prior to its being released by the 55,
jaws of the gripper upon the end of the swinging arm 40. When the stamp
has been thus severed and released, the downward movement ,of the plunger
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continues .until.: tha-shoulders 58 upon. the, knife 53 engage 0\1']

secured in the .framof and· which act to arrest the Iur-therxlcwn w:
01 the knife prior to .its coming in' contact with the surface .tov. Ii
is-to ·be affixed:'!·The·block:3however continues its downward 1)1

5 presses the stamp firmlyon-to-the.moistened surface of the object
to be affixed.' ..': t.·' .,.. ..•. ' I .

Ln order to' register the' number, of stamps which have cbeen ;1 xed by the
machine, a counter 60. is' mounted ·upon a bracket 61 and is pH)', led with an

. arm 62 having a -forked end 63 which engages over the pin 7 .'.:() hat· on the
10 downward movement. of the plunger Lthe arm 63 will turn about I~ pivot and

operate the counter; whilst on .the .neturn stroke the pin .7 will ,aga II engage in
the forked end 63 of the arm. 62· and return it to the original pilHition. A
spring 64 acts between the arm 62 and the frame 5 to retain the arm I n a position
ready to be agaiu-engaged-by.the-pin 7 when it haa.reaehed its lowest position.

15 'l'o further ensure the accuracy .of the record given by this countel I, provide _a
non-return or full stroke-device to ensure a complete movement of He plunger in
both directions for each operation of .the counter. 'For this purpose I employ
a plate 65 perforated .atBfito ~rece.ivetheplunger 1 and hinged ~lt ('ll~ end 67 to
the frame 5. ~ Its other .end 68 IS made V -shaped and a sprlllg G9 engages

20 against the V-shaped, end. ; 'Vhen this spring 69 . engages ' underneath the
V-shaped end-68·asshown·inFig.!3the·plate 65 will.be incliner] in such aposi
t ion as to allow the' plunger 1 to' beTP:ess~d 'd?wn~ardly, ;but if ~l) '.C a~tempt be
made to draw the plunger, upwards, It will ibind In the perfora tio G6. When
however the plunger· I, has 'reached the bottom of 'its stroke; a pin 7U thereon Kill

25 engage upon the upper surface of the plate 65,: depressing same uu.til vhe.spring 69
engages over the upper edge of the V-shaped end 68. In thit: position the
plate 6a is inclined downwardly .so t~at whil~t the plunger is free to be moved
upwards any attempt to depress It WIll cause It to bind as before. On reaching
the top of the stroke however, the block 3 will come in contact w j th the under

30 surface of the. plate 65, forcing it upwardly until the spring G9 ag'ain engages
on the underside of the V-shaped end 68, ill' which position the plunger 1 is
again free to be depressed., ' .... -

'I'he whole of the mechanism is enclosed in a simple casing 71 ruoun ted upon
the base-plate 25 and provided with a hinged portion' 72 at one end which is

35 adapted to be secured by means of a suitable lock 72a
• 'I'hiahinjr-d portion 72

when opened and turned about its hinge allows the pivoted arm :11 to he turned
outwards for the, purpose of placing a new roll of stamps or the 1il« thereon. A
safety Iock ing device is ulso iprovided -to prevent the illicit' operation of the
machine. This comprises a screw 73 having a milled head 74 by m.-aus of which

40 it may be rotated so U:S to' cause its hollow end !5 to engage over th. pin 7 in the
block a, thus preventing the plunger 1 frolll bemg depressed. When th is screw 7a
has bee n thus engaged with the pin 7,' the end 76 of the level' ann 77 will be
drawn downwards by means of the spring 78 so as to engage beh iud the hollow
end.75 of t~e.screw 7~, thus I?reventi~g it from being disengaged frorn the pin 7

45 unt il the hinged porhou'72 of the casing 71 has been unlocked and opened bv an
authorised person. . ~

The operation of the machine is as follow5:-0n the depr('<sion of the
plunger 1, the lever 9 is turned about its pivot 10 causing' the w ..k 20 on the
forward endo£ the water tank 15 to be drawn over and dampen 1 ne surface to

50 which it is desired to affix' a stamp and further downward motion OJ the plunger
allows the water tank 15 to be returned to its orig-inal position, During this
operation the pin 7 will have operated the lever 44 upon the On)f'!' Hide of the
frame, causing' the arm 40 to turn about tlie axis of the pin 10 awl as the end of
the strip of stamps is gripped between the fixed jaw 38 on He end of this

55 arm 40 and the movable jaw 39 'pivoted thereto; this will cause
the end stamp to be drawn out to a position ready to be ReV(' red from the
strip. When this position has been reached, sprockets or projc(·tiol1s on the
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'bar 35engake in the perforations between the next tw stamps on the stri:p and
. tocate the end stamp in the correct position to' enabl- the descending knife 53
upon the block 3 .to sever; it. exactly along the line () perforations between it
and .its neighbour. Further downward movement of tJ' , plunger now causes the
tail-piece 50 upon the movable jaw 39 to engage agaiJ! t the cross-pin 51 in the .5
frame 5, thus turning the movable jaw about Its pivot 11 and releasing the end
of the stamp.' The plunger ll(;>w continues on its dowlJard movement, pressing
the stamp firmly, upon the dampened surface, whilst th« knife 53 is arr ested and
held out of contact therewith by means of the shoulders 58 which engage against
stop pins 59 on the frame 5" thus causing the knife 5:3 to slide relatively to the 10
block 3 ag-ainst .the action of the springs 56 which normally press -it downwardly.
During this downward movement of the plunger the a I'm 62 on the counter 60
has been turned about its pivot so as to'<register the fad that a stamp has been
delivered from the machine. When the plunger is agai II raised, the arm 40 win
again swing about its pivot until the fixed jaw 38 engages under the free end 15
of the strip of stamps and the end 43 of the movable jaw 39 will engage against
the upright face of the frame 5, causing it to be turned about its pivot until the
spring- 42 causes it to close firmly upon and grip the free end of the strip of
stamps. At the saine time the pin 7 will have again engaged in the forked
end 63 ofthe lever 62 on the counter 60 so as to return it to its original position. 20
'I'he lever 9 which operates the damping device is loosely mounted upon its pivot
pin 10 so as to allow it to move outwardly, and the under surface of the
tongue 11 is inclined so as to enable the roller 12 and pin (3 to engage under and
press it outwardly so as to pass by it and reach its original position ready again
to actuate it when depressed. 25

Having now particularly- described and I ascertained the nature of this
invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, I decla~e that
what I claim is:-

(1) A stamp affixing machine comprising a plunger, a wick moistening- device
adapted to be drawn over the surface to which the damp is to be affixed, a 30
swinging arm carrying a pair of grippers adapted to engage the end of the strip
of stamJ?s, means for moving the swinging arm so as to draw the end stamp
into position for severing, a knife or cutter upon the plunger adapted to cut off
the end stamp, means for locating the strip of stamps so that the end one is
cut exactly along its line of perforations, a stop ada ]Ited to open the grippers 35
after the stamp has been severed, and means for arresting thc motion of the
knife so as to hold same out of contact with the surface, whilst a block upon the
end of the plunger presses the stamp firmly thereon.

(2) In a stamp affixing machine as claimed in Claim] ; a moistening device
comprising a water tank having at 'its forward end a downwardly projecting 40
wick adapted to be maintained in a moist condition by the water in the tank, a
hinged lever having a tongue projectin~ into the path of a pin upon the plunger,
a link connection between the end of the lever and the water tank, guides upon
which the water-tank, may slide, a spring or springs adapted to press upon the
water tank as it is drawn forward so as to maiuta.in the wick in contact with 45
the surface to be moistened and an inclined or cam surface upon the underside
of the tank to raise the wick when the tank is returned to its normal position.

(3) In a stamp affixing machine as claimed in Claims 1 or 2; means for
feeding the end stamp comprising a swinging arm having a fixed jaw, a movable
.jaw hln~ed thereto" springs adapted to ma inta.in the movable jaw in the open .10
or closed position, a tail-piece to the movable jaw adapted to contact with an
abutment so as to close the jaws upon the end of the strip of stamps when the
plunger.is in the raised position, a lever connected to the swinging arm and
adapted to be actuated by the descending plunger to cause the swinging arm to
draw the end stamp' to a position to be severed, a stop against which the tail-piece 55
of the movable jaw contacts to release the grippers when the stamp has been
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severed, and a spring to return the parts to the normal.position'lafter the stamp
has heen affixed. -

(4) In a stamp <l rfixing machine as claimed in Claims 1, 2 or 3; means for
locating t he strip of stamps so that the end one will be severed exactly along

5 its line of perforations comprising a table over which the strip of stamps pass,
a series of light 81' ring strips which' press the end' stamp upwards, a hinged
member having a c 'ass-bar with projections adapted to engage the perforations
between adjacent f;1 amps so as to correctly position the end one, a level' con
nected to the hingco member and adapted to be engaged by a pin on the plunger

10 80 as to disengap-e t l.e projections from the perforations during the feeding of the
stamps but which IS released so that the projections engage in the perforations
and position the str P of stamps during the operation of severing the end one.

(5) In a stamp aiiixing machine as claimed in Claims 1, 2, 3 or 4; means for
severing 1he end st.: mp from the strip previous to its being affixed, comf,rising

15 a knife or cutter supported on one side of the block on the end of the p unger,
. by means of a pair of spring members each secured at one end to the upper face

of the block and Si tuated upon each side of the plunger and passing through
apertures provided in upstanding portions on the knife, said spring members
acting at the same :. ime to normally press the knife downwards, and a pin upon

20 the-side of the blocl: projecting into a vertical slot in the knife to prevent same
from moving Iatera lly when it is moved downwards and arrested by the usual
stops substantially s described with reference to the drawings. .

(6) In :I stamp ;, (fixing machine as claimed in Claims 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 a safety
locking device con; prising a screw mounted in the casing and having a hollow

25 inner extremity wh ich is adapted fo be engaged over the end of the pin on the
plunger which is instrumental in operating several parts of the mechanism as
set forth, so as to prevent same from being depressed, and a spring pressed lever
situated inside the casing and adapted to engage behind a collar on the hollow.
ended screw when the same is moved inwards to embrace the pin which cannot

30 be moved until a Linged portion of the casing is unlocked and opened and the
lever disengaged, ~(j that the screw can be moved back substantially as described
with reference to J'igs. 2 and 4 of the accompanying drawings.

(7) The improved stamp affixing machine substantially as descrihed with
reference td the nccornpanying sheet of illustrative drawings.

35 Dated this 2611 1 day of February, 1916.

RA,YNER & 00."
5, Chancery Lane, London,
'Agents for the Applicant.
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